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(57) ABSTRACT 

A tape guide that includes multiple spaced grooves or a 
spiral groove in the surface of the hub to bleed air from 

betWeen the surface of the hub and the tape. The distance 

betWeen adjacent grooves or turns in the case of a spiral 

groove is 2.4 to 3.7 times greater than the Width of each 
groove or turn. For tape guides used With 1/2 inch type data 
storage tapes that have a nominal tape Width of 12.65 mm, 
the grooves or turns are 0.30 mm to 0.38 mm Wide and 

spaced 0.90 mm to 1.12 mm center to center. 
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GROOVED TAPE GUIDE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to tape 
drives and, more particularly, to ?anged tape guides that 
have a grooved surface to reduce the air bearing betWeen the 
tape and the surface of the hub. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Information is recorded on and read from a moving 
magnetic tape With a magnetic read/Write head positioned 
next to the tape. The magnetic “head” may be a single head 
or, as is common, a series of read/Write head elements 
stacked individually or in pairs Within the head unit. Data is 
recorded in tracks on the tape by moving the tape lengthWise 
past the head. The head elements are selectively activated by 
electric currents representing the information to be recorded 
on the tape. The information is read from the tape by moving 
the tape longitudinally past the head elements so that mag 
netic ?ux patterns on the tape create electric signals in the 
head elements. These signals represent the information 
stored on the tape. 

[0003] Data is recorded on and read from each of the 
parallel tracks on the tape by positioning the head elements 
at different locations across the tape. That is, head elements 
are moved from track to track as necessary to either record 
or read the desired information. Movement of the magnetic 
head is controlled by an actuator operatively coupled to 
some type of servo control circuitry. Tape drive head posi 
tioning actuators often include a lead screW driven by a 
stepper motor, a voice coil motor, or a combination of both. 
The carriage that supports the head is driven by the actuator 
along a path perpendicular to the direction the tape travels. 
The head elements are positioned as close to the center of a 
track as possible based upon the servo information recorded 
on the tape. 

[0004] FIG. 1 illustrates generally the con?guration of a 
tape drive 10 typical of those used With single spool tape 
cartridges. Referring to FIG. 1, a magnetic tape 12 is Wound 
on a single supply spool 14 in tape cartridge 16. Tape 
cartridge 16 is inserted into tape drive 10 for read and Write 
operations. Tape 12 passes around a ?rst tape guide 18, over 
a magnetic read/Write head 20, around a second tape guide 
22 to a take up spool 24. Head 20 is mounted to a carriage 
and actuator assembly 26 that positions head 20 over the 
desired track or tracks on tape 12. Head 20 engages tape 12 
as tape 12 moves across the face of head 20 to record data 
on tape 12 and to read data from tape 12. Referring to FIGS. 
2 and 3, roller guide 28 includes disc shaped ?anges 30 and 
an annular hub 32. Flanges 30 and hub 32 may be machined 
as a single integral part or as three separate parts bonded 
together. In either case, ?anges 30 function to keep tape 12 
at the proper angle as it passes across head 20. If the tape is 
presented to the head at too great an angle, then the read and 
Write elements in the head may be misaligned to the data 
tracks. Flanges 30 are also needed to help keep tape 12 
properly packed on take up spool 24. 

[0005] As the tape is pulled over the guides, a ?lm of air 
is created betWeen the outside surface 34 of hub 32 and tape 
12. This ?lm is often referred to as an air bearing. The air 
bearing alloWs the tape to move With loW friction very 
rapidly back and forth betWeen ?anges 30. Consequently, 
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high frequency tape movement can occur When the edge of 
the tape bumps abruptly against ?anges 30. Read/Write head 
positioning systems have difficulty folloWing such high 
frequency tape movement. It is desirable to reduce this air 
bearing and thereby increase the friction betWeen the tape 
and the hub to sloW the movement of the tape back and forth 
betWeen the ?anges. SloWing the tape in this manner Would 
alloW the head positioning system to better folloW the tape 
as it Wanders back and forth betWeen the guide ?anges. 

[0006] US. patent application Ser. No. 09/597,882, ?led 
Jun. 20, 2000 titled Irregular Surfaced Tape Guide, describes 
a tape guide in Which grooves are formed in the surface of 
the hub to reduce the air bearing. The ’882 application 
discloses a preferred con?guration for a 1/2“ tape in Which the 
grooves are 0.50 mm Wide and spaced 1.50 mm on center. 
It has been discovered that this con?guration may not 
perform as Well as desired at higher tape speeds, tape speeds 
exceeding 4.1 m/s for example, due to instability in the 
spacing betWeen the tape and the guide surface. At higher 
speeds, air is draWn in betWeen the tape and the guide land. 
(The surface area of the guide betWeen grooves is called the 
“land.”) The tape is so ?imsy that ?apping occurs With the 
1 mm land of the preferred con?guration described in the 
’882 application. The instability reduces the tracking ability 
of the guide, alloWing the tape to Wander back and forth 
betWeen the guide ?anges. 

[0007] US. patent application Ser. No. 09/510,834 ?led 
Feb. 23, 2000 title Improved Tape Guide discloses a tape 
guide designed to minimiZe the effect of the tape Wandering 
back and forth betWeen the ?anges. The ’834 application 
describes a tape guide in Which the corner geometry betWeen 
the ?anges and the hub prevents the tape from abruptly 
bumping the ?ange. The corners are rounded, chamfered or 
otherWise con?gured to apply progressively more force to 
the edge of the tape as the tape moves around the corner 
from the hub toWard the ?ange. These corner con?gurations 
urge the tape more gently aWay from the ?ange at a much 
loWer rate of acceleration. Guiding the tape in this manner 
results in smoother movement of the tape alloWing the head 
positioning system to better folloW the tape as it Wanders 
back and forth betWeen the guide ?anges. This corner 
con?guration requires ?ange spacing about 0.04 mm Wider 
than the tape. The added spacing can lead to excessive tape 
tilt, Where the tape passes at an angle across the head. 
Excessive tilt prevents the head from operating effectively in 
read-after-Write mode. The added spacing also alloWs for 
increased debris buildup on the guide. 

[0008] The present invention Was developed to improve 
grooved tape guides for use in higher tape speed applica 
tions. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The present invention is directed to a tape guide 
that includes multiple spaced grooves or a spiral groove in 
the surface of the hub to bleed air from betWeen the surface 
of the hub and the tape. In one exemplary embodiment of the 
invention, the distance betWeen adjacent grooves, or turns in 
the case of a spiral groove, is 2.4 to 3.7 times greater than 
the Width of each groove or turn. The grooves or turns are 
0.30 mm to 0.38 mm Wide and spaced 0.90 mm to 1.12 mm 
center to center. The enhanced stability of the narroWer and 
more closely spaced grooves or turns alloWs for more 
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narrow guide ?ange spacing. This closer spacing allows 
narrow ?ange spacing and reduces debris build-up. The 
narrowly and more closely spaced grooves or turns means 
more grooves or turns can be formed on the guide. More 
grooves or turns means lower contact pressure between the 
tape and the guide at the edge of the groove and, hence, less 
tape damage for the same tracking force. 

[0010] Testing for 1/2 inch type data storage tapes nomi 
nally 12.65 mm wide and 9 pm thick indicates that the range 
of enhanced operating space is so small that groove widths 
of 0.40 mm and spacings of 1.25 mm do not work well. It 
is believed that the enhanced stability is achieved by keeping 
a shallow angle between the tape and the guide land as the 
tape rises from the groove on to the land. By carefully 
matching this angle with the land width, the tape can span 
the land without the air pocket alternately ?lling and then 
collapsing. By eliminating instability, the guide is able to 
function adequately at tape speeds up to 5.5 m/s. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] FIG. 1 is a top down plan view of a single spool 
tape drive. 

[0012] FIGS. 2 and 3 are plan and elevation views of a 
conventional roller tape guide. 

[0013] FIG. 4 is an elevation view of a roller tape guide 
constructed according to one embodiment in which concen 
tric grooves are formed in the surface of the hub. 

[0014] FIG. 5 is a detail view of a portion of the roller 
guide of FIG. 4 showing the grooves in more detail. 

[0015] FIG. 6 is a detail section view showing a tape/hub 
surface interface at the grooves. 

[0016] FIG. 7 is an elevation view of a roller tape guide 
constructed according to another embodiment of the present 
invention in which a spiral groove is formed in the surface 
of the hub. 

[0017] FIG. 8 is a detail view of a portion of the roller 
guide of FIG. 6 showing the groove in more detail. 

[0018] FIG. 9 is a graph illustrating the spacing between 
the tape and the surface of the hub for concentric grooves 
that are 0.50 mm wide and spaced 1.5 mm on center. 

[0019] FIG. 10 is a graph illustrating the spacing between 
the tape and the surface of the hub for concentric grooves 
that are 0.346 mm wide and spaced 1.12 mm on center. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0020] As noted above, FIG. 1 illustrates generally the 
con?guration of a tape drive 10 typical of those used with 
single spool tape cartridges. Referring again to FIG. 1, a 
magnetic tape 12 is wound on a single supply spool 14 in 
tape cartridge 16. Tape cartridge 16 is inserted into tape 
drive 10 for read and write operations. Tape 12 passes 
around a ?rst tape guide 18, over a magnetic read/write head 
20, around a second tape guide 22 to a take up spool 24. 
Head 20 is mounted to a carriage and actuator assembly 26 
that positions head 20 over the desired track or tracks on tape 
12. Head 20 engages tape 12 as tape 12 moves across the 
face of head 20 to record data on tape 12 and to read data 
from tape 12. 
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[0021] Atape guide constructed according to one embodi 
ment of the present invention is shown in FIGS. 4-5. 
Referring to FIGS. 4-5, each roller guide 38 includes disc 
shaped ?anges 40 and an annular hub 42. Tape 12 rides on 
the outer surface 44 of hub 42. Each ?ange 40 eXtends 
radially past outer surface 44 of hub 42. The corner between 
hub 42 and each ?ange 40 is usually formed at 90° or 
slightly greater than 90°. If the corner is greater than 90°, 
then a small ?at area 46 is often used to make it easier to 
measure the spacing between ?anges 40 at the corner. Also, 
because it is difficult to make a perfectly square corner, a 
small undercut relief 48 is often machined into the corner to 
help ensure a ?at ?ange surface is presented to the tape at the 
corner. Although a simple radius relief 48 is shown, other 
relief geometries are possible including a facet-radius relief 
or a square cut. 

[0022] When roller guide 38 is installed in tape drive 10, 
for eXample as guides 18 and 22 in FIG. 1, hub 40 rotates 
on a ?Xed pin or aXle that eXtends from the tape drive chassis 
or other suitable support through the center of hub 40. 
Concentric grooves 50 are formed in the outer surface 44 of 
hub 42 to bleed air from between tape 12 and hub surface 44. 
Grooves 50 are designed to allow some contact of tape 12 
with hub surface 44 by reducing the air bearing. Referring 
now also to FIG. 6, which shows the tape/hub surface 
interface in detail, enhanced stability is achieved by keeping 
a shallow angle 0 between tape 12 and land 52 as tape 12 
rises from the edge of each groove on to land 52. By 
matching angle 0 with the width of land 52, tape 12 can span 
land 52 without the air pocket 54 between tape 12 and land 
52 alternately ?lling and then collapsing. 

[0023] The graphs of FIGS. 9 and 10 illustrate the per 
formance differences between the grooves of the preferred 
con?guration described in the ’882 application and the more 
narrow closely spaced grooves of the present invention. 
FIG. 9 shows the spacing between tape 12 and hub surface 
44 laterally across tape 12 for grooves that are 0.50 mm wide 
and spaced 1.50 mm on center. At a span of 0.5 mm and 1.0 
mm, which are the edges of the ?rst groove, the spacing goes 
to 0 as the tape contacts the edges of the groove. Between 
a span of 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm, which is the land between the 
?rst two grooves, the spacing rises sharply to about 950 nm, 
then collapses to about 700 nm and rises again to about 950 
nm before dropping down to 0 where the tape contacts the 
edge of the second groove at a span of 2.0 mm. Tape 12 
collapses or “droops” between each groove. At high tape 
speeds, exceeding 4.1 ms for eXample, the droop area 
alternately collapses and ballons leading to unstable perfor 
mance. FIG. 10 shows the spacing between tape 12 and hub 
surface 44 laterally across tape 12 for grooves that are 0.346 
mm wide and spaced 1.12 mm on center. In FIG. 10, the 
spacing rises more gradually from the edge of each groove 
(e.g., at a span of 0.75 mm) up over the intervening land 
(0.75 mm span to 1.50 mm span), does not collapse over the 
land and then returns gradually to the edge of the neXt 
groove (1.50 mm span). 

[0024] For 1/2 inch type data storage tapes nominally 12.65 
mm wide and 9 pm thick, grooves 0.30 mm to 0.38 mm wide 
and spaced 0.90 mm to 1.12 mm center to center are 

necessary to achieve enhanced stability at high tape speeds 
compared to that of the con?guration described in the ’882 
application. Testing suggests a groove width of 0.35 mm and 
center to center spacing of 1.12 mm provides optimum tape 
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stability. Although the depth and shape of grooves 50 is not 
as critical to performance as the Width and spacing of the 
grooves, V shaped grooves about 0.175 mm deep provide 
adequate performance. Preferably, the depth of the grooves 
is not greater than the Width of the grooves. The grooves 
should not, an any event, be more than 0.50 mm deep for 1/2 
inch tape With the groove Width and spacing described 
above. V shaped grooves are preferred because they are easy 
to machine. Other groove geometries are possible, hoWever, 
including square bottom, trapeZoidal or ?lleted. 

[0025] FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate an alternative embodiment 
in Which a spiral groove 56 is formed in hub surface 44. The 
con?guration of spiral groove 56 is the same as that of the 
concentric grooves 50 described above. For 1/2 inch type data 
storage tapes that have a nominal tape Width of 12.65 mm, 
groove 56 is 0.30 mm to 0.38 mm Wide and the pitch of the 
spiral is such that adjacent turns of the groove are spaced 
0.90 mm to 1.12 mm center to center. Again, a groove Width 
of 0.35 mm and center to center spacing of 1.12 mm 
provides optimum tape stability. A spiral groove is preferred 
over multiple grooves because it is easier to machine and is 
less likely to damage the tape. 

[0026] While the invention has been shoWn and described 
With reference to the foregoing exemplary embodiment, 
other embodiments are possible. It should be understood, 
therefore, that variations of and modi?cations to the embodi 
ments shoWn and described may be made Without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention Which is de?ned 
in folloWing claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A tape guide, comprising a hub having a surface over 

Which a tape passes and spaced apart parallel ?anges eXtend 
ing out from the hub and a plurality of grooves in the surface 
of the hub, each groove having the same Width and the 
grooves spaced apart from one another a distance measured 
from the center of one groove to the center of an adjacent 
groove, the distance betWeen adjacent grooves 2.4 to 3.7 
times greater than the Width of each groove. 

2. The tape guide of claim 1, Wherein the distance 
betWeen adjacent grooves is about 3.2 times greater than the 
Width of each groove. 

3. A tape guide, comprising a hub having a surface over 
Which a tape passes and spaced apart parallel ?anges eXtend 
ing out from the hub and a spiral groove in the surface of the 
hub, the groove having a Width and a pitch such that adjacent 
turns of the groove are spaced apart a distance measured 
from the center of one turn to the center of an adjacent turn, 
the distance betWeen adjacent turns 2.4 to 3.7 times greater 
than the Width of the groove. 

4. The tape guide of claim 1, Wherein the distance 
betWeen adjacent turns is about 3.2 times greater than the 
Width of the groove. 
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5. A tape guide, comprising a hub having a surface over 
Which the tape passes, spaced apart parallel ?anges eXtend 
ing out from the hub and a plurality of grooves in the surface 
of the hub, each groove 0.30 mm to 0.38 mm Wide and the 
grooves spaced apart from one another 0.90 mm to 1.12 mm 
as measured from the center of one groove to the center of 

an adjacent groove. 

6. The tape guide of claim 5, Wherein the grooves com 
prise concentric grooves about 0.35 mm Wide and spaced 
apart nominally 1.12 mm as measured from the center of one 
groove to the center of adjacent groove. 

7. A tape guide, comprising a hub having a surface over 
Which the tape passes, spaced apart parallel ?anges eXtend 
ing out from the hub and a plurality of concentric V shaped 
grooves in the surface of the hub, each groove 0.30 mm to 
0.38 mm Wide and not more than 0.50 mm deep, and the 
grooves spaced apart from one another 0.90 mm to 1.12 mm 
as measured from the center of one groove to the center of 

an adjacent groove. 

8. The tape guide of claim 7, Wherein the grooves com 
prise concentric grooves about 0.35 mm Wide, 0.175 mm 
deep and spaced apart nominally 1.12 mm as measured from 
the center of one groove to the center of an adjacent groove. 

9. A tape guide, comprising a hub having a surface over 
Which the tape passes, spaced apart parallel ?anges eXtend 
ing out from the hub and a spiral groove in the surface of the 
hub, the spiral groove 0.30 mm to 0.38 mm Wide and having 
a pitch such that adjacent turns of the groove are spaced 
apart 0.90 mm to 1.12 mm as measured from the center of 
one turn to the center of an adjacent turn. 

10. The tape guide of claim 9, Wherein the groove 
comprises a spiral groove about 0.35 mm Wide and having 
a pitch such that adjacent turns of the groove are spaced 
apart 1.12 mm as measured from the center of one turn to the 
center of an adjacent turn. 

11. A tape guide, comprising a hub having a surface over 
Which the tape passes, spaced apart parallel ?anges eXtend 
ing out from the hub and a V shaped spiral groove, the spiral 
groove 0.30 mm to 0.38 mm Wide and not more than 0.50 
mm deep, and the spiral groove having a pitch such that 
adjacent turns of the groove are spaced apart 0.90 mm to 
1.12 mm as measured from the center of one turn to the 
center of an adjacent turn. 

12. The tape guide of claim 11, Wherein the groove 
comprises a V shaped spiral groove about 0.35 mm Wide and 
0.175 mm deep, and the spiral groove having a pitch such 
that adjacent turns of the groove are spaced apart nominally 
1.12 mm as measured from the center of one turn to the 
center of an adjacent turn. 


